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PHIACORO3T-PHILOSOPHY (CC3) 

Answer Question No. 1 and 2 and any two from the rest 

Answer any five questions from the following: 

(c) What is Naya ? 

(a) How many fundamental elements (bhikta) are admitted in C�rv�ka Metaphysics? 
What are they? 

(b) What is meant by Rta? 

(d) What is meant by 'arthakriy�k�ritva "? Which Philosophical school has used this 
term? 

(e) What are the avayavas of Pañckvayav+ Nyãya? 

(t) Why Ak�[atva is not a jãti? 
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(g) How many Pram�nas are accepted in Ny�ya Philosophy? What are they? 

(h) What is the difference between Pramã and Pram�na? 

(i) What are Pañca-ko_a? 

) Distinguish between Sreya and Preya. 
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Answer any two questions from the following: 

(a) Discuss briefly the Cärv�ka theory of self. 

(b) Distinguish between Sanyoga and Samav�ya. 

(c) Explain brietly different types of aukika Sannikar_a with examples after Ny�ya 
Philosophy. 

(d) Explain the second �rya-satya of Buddhist Philosophy. 
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What are the C�rv�ka arguments in favour of the view that inference is not a 
source of veridical cognition'? Is this view satisfactory? Discuss. 

Explain critically the Buddhist doctrine of Nairämav�da. Is this doctrine 
consistent with their Karmav�da? Explain. 

Define perception following the Ny�ya. Distinguish between Nirvikalpaka and 
Savikalpaka perception. How do the Naiy�yikas prove the existence of 
Nirvikalpaka perception? 

What do the Vaisé_ikas mean by Abhãva? How many types of Abh�va are 
accepted in Vaisé_ika Philosophy? Explain with suitable examples. How is 
Abh�va known? 
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